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In the Randall-Sundrum model, we study top-antitop pair production and top spin correlations at the
Large Hadron Collider. In addition to the standard model processes, there is a new contribution to the top-
antitop pair production process mediated by graviton Kaluza-Klein modes in the s-channel. We calculate
the density matrix for the top-antitop pair production including the new contribution. With a reasonable
parameter choice in the Randall-Sundrum model, we find a sizable deviation of the top-antitop pair
production cross section and the top spin correlations from those in the standard model. In particular,
resonant productions of the graviton Kaluza-Klein modes give rise to a remarkable enhancement of such a
deviation.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.75.095008 PACS numbers: 12.10.Dm, 14.65.Ha

I. INTRODUCTION

During the past several decades the gauge hierarchy
problem has been a guiding principle to propose physics
beyond the standard model (SM), and many new physics
models have been proposed to solve this problem. The
brane world scenario recently proposed provides a possible
solution for this problem. In this scenario the whole space
has more than three spatial dimensions and the SM fields
are confined on a 4-dimensional hypersurface called ‘‘D3-
brane’’. There are two typical models based on this setup.
One is the so-called ADD model proposed by Arkani-
Hamed, Dimopoulos and Dvali (ADD) [1]. In this model,
there are n extra dimensions compactified on an n-torus
with common radius R and a D3-brane embedded in
(4� n)-dimensional bulk is introduced on which the SM
fields reside. This setup gives a relation Mpl �

MD�MDR�
n=2 between the 4-dimensional Planck mass

Mpl and the Planck scale of (4� n)-dimensions MD. If
the compactification radius is large enough (for instance,
R� 0:1 mm for n � 2), MD can be O�1 TeV� and thus
one obtains a solution to the gauge hierarchy problem. In
fact, this picture is consistent with the current experimental
bound on R around 200 �m [2].

The other model was proposed by Randall and Sundrum
(RS) [3]. This is a 5-dimensional model, where one extra-
dimension is compactified on a S1=Z2 orbifold and a
negative cosmological constant is introduced in the bulk.
Two D3-branes are placed at fixed points of the orbifold

� � 0 and � � � (� is an angle of S1) with opposite
brane tensions. A brane at � � 0 with a positive tension is
called the hidden brane and the other one at � � � with a
negative tension is called the visible brane on which the
SM fields are confined. Solving the Einstein equation of
this system, the 5-dimensional bulk geometry is found to
be a slice of anti–de Sitter (AdS5) space,

 

ds2 � e�2�rcj�j���dx�dx� � r2
cd�2;

��� � diag�1;�1;�1;�1�;
(1.1)

where � is the AdS curvature in five dimensions, and rc is a
compactification radius. This background geometry allows
us to take the Planck scale as a fundamental scale. Indeed,
in effective 4-dimensional description an effective mass
scale on the visible brane is warped down such as �� �
�Mple

���rc due to effect of the warped geometry, where �Mpl

is the reduced Planck mass. Therefore, with a mild pa-
rameter tuning, �rc ’ 12, we can realize �� � O�1 TeV�
and obtain a natural solution to the gauge hierarchy
problem.

In the brane world scenario, an infinite tower of Kaluza-
Klein (KK) gravitons appears in effective 4-dimensional
theory. Effective couplings between these KK gravitons
and the SM fields are controlled by MD or �� in each
typical model. Since these mass scales should be around
TeV so as to solve the gauge hierarchy problem, we can
expect new phenomena induced by the KK gravitons, for
example, direct KK-graviton emission process and virtual
KK-graviton exchange process at high energy collisions. In
particular, the virtual KK-graviton exchange process is
interesting, because it can give rise to characteristic angu-
lar distributions and spin configurations for outgoing par-
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ticles, which reflect the spin-2 nature of the intermediate
KK gravitons.

One of the good candidates to study a spin configuration
is a top-antitop quark pair, since the top quark, with mass in
the range of 175 GeV [4], decays electroweakly before
hadronizing [5]. A possible spin polarization of the top-
antitop quark pair is directly transferred to its decay prod-
ucts and therefore there are significant angular correlations
between the top quark spin axis and the direction of motion
of the decay products. The spin correlations for the had-
ronic top-antitop pair production process have been exten-
sively studied in the quantum chromodynamics (QCD) [6–
8]. It is found that there is a spin asymmetry between the
produced top-antitop pairs, namely, the number of pro-
duced top-antitop quark pairs with both spin up or spin
down (like pair) is different from the number of pairs with
the opposite spin combinations (unlike pair). If the top
quark is coupled to a new physics beyond the SM, the
top-antitop spin correlations could be altered. Therefore,
the top-antitop spin correlations can provide useful infor-
mation to test not only the SM but also a possible new
physics at hadron colliders. The Large Hadron Collider
(LHC) has a big advantage to study the top spin correla-
tions, since it will produce almost 10 millions of top quarks
a year (during its low luminosity run).

In Ref. [9], the effect of the KK gravitons on the top spin
correlations in the ADD model at the LHC was studied. A
sizable deviation of the top spin correlations from the SM
one was found with scale MD below 2 TeV. The purpose of
this paper is to study the top spin correlations in the RS
model at the LHC. To study this issue in the RS model is
more motivated than in the ADD model by the following
reasons. In the ADD model, a mass difference of each KK
graviton is characterized by the radius of the extra dimen-
sions (R�1 �meV for n � 2), which is much smaller than
detector resolutions and it is impossible to identify each
resonant KK graviton at collider experiments. In fact,
couplings between each KK graviton and the SM fields
are suppressed by the 4-dimensional Planck mass and
extremely weak. After coherently summing up many
KK-graviton processes, the KK-graviton effects can be
sizable. However, there is a theoretical problem in the
ADD model with two or more extra dimensions: The
sum of all intermediate KK gravitons diverges and is not
well-defined. Although this problem can be solved by
introducing a finite brane tension [10] or a finite brane
width [11], which give rise to a physical ultraviolet cutoff
and make the sum finite, a new parameter (the brane
tension or the width of the brane) is brought into a model.
On the other hand, in the RS model only one extra dimen-
sion is introduced, and the sum of all intermediate KK
gravitons turns out to be finite and the KK-graviton medi-
ated process is well-defined at low energies. Each KK-
graviton strongly couples to the SM fields with �� sup-
pressed couplings, and KK-graviton mass is characterized

by �e��rc� � TeV. As a result, we can expect a resonant
production of the KK gravitons at colliders if the collider
energy is high enough. This is a direct signal of the RS
model. Furthermore, the resonance gives rise to an en-
hancement of production of the top-antitop pairs and pro-
vides a big statistical advantage for studying the top spin
correlations around the resonance pole.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we briefly
review the top spin correlations. In Sec. III, we examine the
invariant amplitudes for the polarized top-antitop pair pro-
duction processes, q �q! t�t, gg! t�t mediated by virtual
KK gravitons in the s-channel. We perform numerical
analysis in Sec. IV. Section V is devoted to conclusions.
In the Appendices, the coefficient of the KK-graviton
decay width and the density matrix are shown.

II. SPIN CORRELATION

At hadron collider, the top-antitop quark pair is pro-
duced through the processes of quark-antiquark pair anni-
hilation and gluon fusion

 i! t� �t; i � q �q; gg: (2.1)

The former is the dominant process at the Tevatron, while
the latter is dominant at the LHC. The produced top-antitop
pairs decay before hadronization takes place. The main
decay modes in the SM involve leptonic and hadronic
modes

 t! bW� ! bl��l; bu �d; bc�s; (2.2)

where l � e, �, �. The differential decay rates to a decay
product f � b, l�, �l, etc. at the top quark rest frame can
be parametrized as

 

1

�

d�

d cos�f
�

1

2
�1� �f cos�f�; (2.3)

where � is the partial decay width of the respective decay
channel and �f is the angle between the top quark polar-
ization and the direction of motion of the decay product f
at the top quark rest frame. The coefficient �f called top
spin analyzing power is a constant between �1 and 1. The
ability to distinguish the polarization of the top quark
evidently increases with �f. The most powerful spin ana-
lyzer is a charged lepton, for which �l� � �1 at tree level
[12]. Other values of �f are �b � �0:41 for the b-quark
and ��l � �0:31 for the �l, respectively. In hadronic decay
modes, the role of the charged lepton is replaced by the d or
s quark.

Now we see how the top spin correlations appear in the
chain of processes of i! t�t and decay of the top quarks.
The total matrix element squared for the top-antitop pair
production (2.1) and their decay channels (2.2) is given by

 jMj2 / Tr�	Ri �	� � 	
0
R
i

�;
0�0 �	�0� (2.4)

in the narrow-width approximation for the top quark. Here
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the subscripts denote the top and antitop spin indices, and
Ri denotes the density matrix corresponding to the produc-
tion of the on-shell top-antitop quark pair through the
process i in (2.1)

 Ri
�;
0�0 �
X

initial spin

M�i! t
 �t��M	�i! t
0 �t�0 �; (2.5)

where M�i! t
 �t�� is the amplitude for the top-antitop
pair production. The matrices 	 and �	 are the density
matrices corresponding to the decays of polarized top
and antitop quarks into some final states at the top and
antitop rest frame, respectively. In the leptonic decay
modes, the matrices 	, which lead to (2.3), can be obtained
as (see, for instance, [13])

 	
0
 �M�t
 ! bl��l�M
	�t
0 ! bl��l�

� �
2�1� �f ~� 
 ~qf�
0
; (2.6)

where qf is the unit vector of the direction of motion of the
decay product f. The density matrix for the polarized
antitop quark is obtained by replacing �f !��f in (2.6)
if there is no CP violation. In the SM, there is no CP
violation in the top quark decay at the leading order. In the
RS model we consider, there is no CP violation at the
leading order, and this relation holds.

The best way to analyze the top-antitop spin correlations
is to see the angular correlations of two charged leptons
l�l� produced by the top-antitop quark leptonic decays. In
the following, we consider only the leptonic decay chan-
nels. Using (2.4), (2.5), and (2.6) and integrating over the
azimuthal angles of the charged leptons, we obtain the
following double distribution [6–8]
 

1

�
d2�

d cos�l�d cos�l�
�

1

4
�1� B1 cos�l� � B2 cos�l�

� C cos�l� cos�l��: (2.7)

Here � denotes the cross section for the process of the
leptonic decay modes, and �l���l�� denotes the angle
between the top (antitop) spin axis and the direction of
motion of the antilepton (lepton) at the top (antitop) rest
frame. In the following analysis, we use the helicity spin
basis which is almost optimal one to analyze the top spin
correlation at the LHC.1 In this basis, the top (antitop) spin
axis is regarded as the direction of motion of the top
(antitop) in the top-antitop center-of-mass system. The
coefficients B1 and B2 are associated with a possible
polarization of the (anti)top quark transverse to the pro-
duction plane in proton-proton (or proton-antiproton) col-
lision, called a transverse polarization, and C encodes the
top spin correlations, whose explicit expression is given by

 C �A�l��l� ; �l� � �l� � 1; (2.8)

where the coefficient A represents the spin asymmetry
between the produced top-antitop pairs with like and un-
like spin pairs defined as

 A �
��t" �t"� � ��t# �t#� � ��t" �t#� � ��t# �t"�
��t" �t"� � ��t# �t#� � ��t" �t#� � ��t# �t"�

: (2.9)

Here ��t
 �t�� is the cross section of the top-antitop pair
production at parton level with denoted spin indices.

In the SM, there is no transverse polarization, B1 �
B2 � 0 at the leading order of 
s

2 while the spin asym-
metry is found to be A � �0:319 for the LHC.3 At the
LHC in the ATLAS experiment, the spin asymmetry of the
top-antitop pairs will be measured with a precision of
several percent, even after one LHC year at low luminosity
(10 fb�1) [18]. Since in the brane world scenario there is a
new contribution to the top-antitop production process
through virtual KK-graviton exchange in the s-channel,
the spin asymmetry could be altered from the SM one. It
is found that in the ADD model, the KK-graviton contri-
bution reduces the spin asymmetry [9], for example, A �
�0:147 forMD � 1 TeV. In the next section, we calculate
the squared amplitude for the top-antitop pair production
including the virtual KK-graviton mediated process in the
RS model and evaluate the spin asymmetry at tree level,
assuming that loop corrections in the RS model will not
give a significant contribution.

III. SCATTERING AMPLITUDE IN THE RS
MODEL

In the RS model, because of the warped metric, zero-
mode graviton and KK gravitons have different nontrivial
configurations with respect to the fifth dimensional coor-
dinates. In particular, the KK gravitons are localizing
around the visible brane and so couplings between the
KK gravitons and the SM fields are enhanced. The effec-
tive interaction Lagrangian is given by [19]

 L int � �
1
�Mpl
T���x�h�0����x� �

1

��
T���x�

X1
n�1

h�n����x�;

(3.1)

where h�n��� is the n-th graviton KK mode, T�� is the
energy-momentum tensor of the SM fields on the visible
brane, and �� � �Mple

��rc� � TeV. The graviton zero-
mode couples with the usual strength and its effect is of
course negligible for collider physics, while each graviton

1Recently another spin basis was constructed, which has a
larger spin correlation than the helicity basis at the LHC [14].

2At the one-loop level, the transverse polarization is induced.
Detailed analysis has been performed in Refs. [15,16].

3The parton distribution function set of CTEQ6L [17] has been
used in our calculations. The resultant spin asymmetry some-
what depends on the parton distribution functions used.
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KK mode strongly couples to the SM fields with the
suppression factor ��1

� .
Mass spectrum of the KK gravitons is determined by the

relation

 mn � xn�e
��rc�; (3.2)

where xn is a root of the Bessel function of the first order,
J1�xn� � 0, and x1 � 3:83, x2 � 7:02, x3 � 10:17, for ex-
ample. Assuming that the 5-dimensional curvature � is
small compared to M where M is the 5-dimensional
Planck scale, the lightest KK-graviton mass appears
around several hundred GeV which is accessible by the
LHC. Once the lightest KK-graviton mass is fixed, higher
KK-graviton mass can be determined by using given nu-
merical factors, mn � m1�xn=x1�. Using m1, the effective
scale �� can be rewritten as

 �� �
m1

3:83

� �Mpl

�

�
: (3.3)

In our numerical analysis, we use m1 and �= �Mpl as input
parameters. As mentioned above, we assume the 5-
dimensional curvature � is much smaller than M, whose
condition is actually necessary to trust the RS metric. It
yields the bound for the input parameter as �= �Mpl < 0:1
[19].

The effective interaction Eq. (3.1) leads to the top-
antitop pair production through the virtual KK-graviton
exchange in the s-channel. The invariant amplitude in
momentum space is obtained as4

 M G � A�s�T���k1; k2�T���k3; k4�; (3.4)

 A�s� � �
1

�2
�

X1
n�1

1

s2 �m2
n � imn�n

; (3.5)

with s � �k1 � k2�
2 � �k3 � k4�

2. Here �n is the total
decay width of the n-th KK graviton given by

 �n�h�n� ! yy� �
mnx

2
n

16�

�
�
�Mpl

�
2X
y

�yy
n ; (3.6)

where �yy
n is a dimensionless coefficient for each decay

mode, and its exact form is listed in Appendix A.
In the center-of-mass frame, we can straightforwardly

calculate the density matrix Ri
�;
0�0 including both the SM
(QCD) and the virtual KK-graviton contributions. It is
sufficient to calculate its diagonal part since only the
diagonal part is relevant to the spin asymmetry (2.9) (full

density matrix is shown in Appendix B). For the q �q initial
state we find
 

jM�q �q! t" �t"�j2 � jM�q �q! t# �t#�j2

�
g4

9
�1� �2�sin2�

�
jA�s�j2s4�2

128
�1� �2�sin22�; (3.7)

 

jM�q �q! t" �t#�j
2 � jM�q �q! t# �t"�j

2

�
g4

9
�1� cos2��

�
jA�s�j2s4�2

128
�cos22�� cos2��;

(3.8)

where � is the scattering angle between the incoming q and

outgoing t, g is a strong coupling constant, and � ������������������������
1� 4m2

t =s
p

with top quark mass mt. For the gg initial
state we obtain
 

jM�gg! t" �t"�j
2 � jM�gg! t# �t#�j

2

�
g4

96
Y��; cos���1� �2�

� �1� �2 � �2sin4��

�Z��; �; s�s2�2�1� �2�sin4�; (3.9)

 

jM�gg! t" �t#�j2 � jM�gg! t# �t"�j2

�
g4�2

96
Y��; cos��sin2��1� cos2��

�Z��; �; s�s2�2sin2��1� cos2��:

(3.10)

Here Y��; �; s� and Z��; �; s� are defined by

 Y ��; cos�� �
7� 9�2cos2�

�1� �2cos2��2
; (3.11)

 Z ��; �; s� �
1

32

�
g2

1� �2cos2�
Re�A�s�� �

3

8
jA�s�j2s2

�
;

(3.12)

respectively. As in the same with the ADD case discussed
in Ref. [9], there is no interference term for the quark-
antiquark pair annihilation process, while there is the non-
vanishing interference in the gluon fusion process.

With the squared amplitudes Eqs. (3.7), (3.8), (3.9), and
(3.10), one can find the integrated top-antitop quark pair
production cross section through the formula,

4This is easily reproduced by the replacement in a correspond-
ing formula in the ADD model: 4�

M4
D
! � 1

�2
�

P
1
n�1

1
s�m2

n
in the

normalization of Ref. [9].
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�tot�pp! t
 �t�� �
X
a;b

Z
dx1

Z
dx2

Z
d cos�fa�x1; Q2�fb�x2; Q2�

d��a�x1ECMS=2�b�x2ECMS=2� ! t
 �t��

d cos�
; (3.13)

where fa denotes the parton distribution function for a
parton a, ECMS is a center-of-mass energy of a proton-
proton system, and Q is a factorization scale.

Using above formulas, we calculate the double distribu-
tion (2.7) in the RS model. Explicit calculation tells us that
the transverse polarization is vanishing, i.e. B1 � B2 � 0
in the RS model while the spin asymmetry A is altered
from the SM one.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Here we show various numerical results and demon-
strate interesting properties of measurable quantities in
the RS model. In our analysis we use the parton distribu-
tion functions of CTEQ6L [17] with the factorization scale
Q � mt � 175 GeV, Nf � 5 and 
s�Q� � 0:1074. As
mentioned above, we choose m1 and �= �Mpl as input pa-
rameters. In practice, we fix m1 � 600 GeV, subsequently
m2 � 1099, m3 � 1582, m4 � 2686 GeV etc.

In Figs. 1 and 2, the cross sections of the top-antitop pair
production through q �q! t�t (Fig. 1) and gg! t�t (Fig. 2) at
the parton level are depicted as a function of parton center-
of-mass energy

���
s
p
� Mt�t for m1 � 600 GeV and various

�= �Mpl. The SM cross section decreases, while the cross

section of the RS model grows rapidly with
���
s
p

and thus the
unitarity will be violated at high energies. This behavior
can be understood from the formulas of the squared am-
plitudes Eqs. (3.7), (3.8), (3.9), and (3.10). Peaks in the
figures correspond to resonant productions of KK gravi-
tons. Total cross sections and the width of each peak
become larger, as �= �Mpl is taken to be large.

Differential cross section for the top-antitop pair pro-
duction given by
 

d�tot�pp! t�t�
d cos�

�
X
a;b

Z
dx1

Z
dx2fa�x1; Q

2�fb�x2; Q
2�

�
d��t�t�
d cos�

(4.1)

is shown in Fig. 3 with ECMS � 14 TeV. Here, the decom-
position of the total cross section into the like (t" �t" � t# �t#)
and the unlike (t" �t# � t# �t") top-antitop spin pairs in the RS
model are also shown.

We are also interested in the dependence of the cross

section on the top-antitop invariant mass Mt�t ����������������������
�pt � p�t�

2
p

where pt�p�t� is momentum of (anti)top quark.
This is given by

 

d�tot�pp! t�t�
dMt�t

�
X
a;b

Z 1

�1
d cos�

Z 1

M2
t�t=E

2
CMS

dx1
2Mt�t

x1E
2
CMS

fa�x1; Q
2�fb

�
M2
t�t

x1E
2
CMS

; Q2

�
d��t�t�
d cos�

: (4.2)

 

FIG. 1. The dependence of the cross section of the top-antitop
quark pair production by quark-antiquark pair annihilation on
the center-of-mass energy of colliding partons. The solid line
and dashed lines correspond to the results of the SM and the RS
model for m1 � 600 GeV and �= �Mpl � 0:01, 0.04, 0.07 and 0.1
from bottom to top, respectively.

 

FIG. 2. The dependence of the cross section of the top-antitop
quark pair production by gluon fusion on the center-of-mass
energy of colliding partons. The solid line and dashed lines
correspond to the results of the SM and the RS model for m1 �
600 GeV and �= �Mpl � 0:01, 0.04, 0.07 and 0.1 from bottom to
top, respectively.
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The result for m1 � 600 GeV and �= �Mpl � 0:1 is shown
in Fig. 4. The deviation of the cross section in the RS model
from the one in the SM grows as s becomes large. Cross
sections for the like and the unlike top-antitop spin pairs in
the RS model are also shown. The differential cross section
as a function of the center-of-mass energy of colliding
partons for various �= �Mpl is depicted in Fig. 5. Deviation
from the SM one becomes large according to �= �Mpl.

Now let us show the result for the spin asymmetry A. In
Fig. 6, the spin asymmetry as a function of the center-of-

mass energy of colliding partons for various �= �Mpl is
depicted. Deviation from the SM one becomes larger as
the center-of-mass energy and �= �Mpl become larger. As
expected, deviation is enhanced around the poles of KK-
graviton resonances. This implies that we can expect a big
statistical advantage for the study of the top spin correla-
tions when we analyze experimental data around a pole.
This fact is a crucial difference from the ADD model,
where no resonance of KK gravitons can be seen. In
Fig. 7 we show the spin asymmetry A at the LHC, as a
function of �= �Mpl. We can see a sizable deviation from the
SM one, for example, A � 0:260 for �= �Mpl � 0:1.

 

FIG. 4. Differential cross section (4.2) as a function of the top-
antitop invariant mass Mt�t for m1 � 600 GeV and �= �Mpl � 0:1.
The solid and dashed lines correspond to the results of the SM
and the RS model, respectively. The differential cross sections
for the like (dotted) and the unlike (dash-dotted) top-antitop spin
pair productions in the RS model are also depicted.
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FIG. 5. Differential cross section (4.2) as a function of the top-
antitop invariant mass Mt�t. The solid and dashed lines corre-
spond to the results of the SM and the RS model with �= �Mpl �

0:01, 0.04, 0.07 and 0.1 from bottom to top, respectively.

 

FIG. 3. Differential cross section (4.1) as a function of cos�
with ECMS � 14 TeV for m1 � 600 GeV and �= �Mpl � 0:1. The
solid line and dashed line correspond to the results of the SM and
the RS model, respectively. The differential cross sections for the
like (dotted) and the unlike (dash-dotted) top-antitop spin pair
productions in the RS model are also depicted.

 

FIG. 6. Spin asymmetry A as a function of the top-antitop
invariant mass Mt�t. The solid line corresponds to the SM, while
the dashed lines correspond to the RS model with �= �Mpl � 0:01,
0.04, 0.07 and 0.1 from up to down, respectively.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

In the RS model, we have studied the top-antitop pair
production and the top spin correlations at the LHC. In
addition to the standard model processes, there is a new
contribution to the top-antitop pair production process
mediated by graviton Kaluza-Klein modes in the
s-channel. We have computed the corresponding density
matrix for the top-antitop pair production including the
new contribution. We have shown various numerical re-
sults for the production cross sections and the top spin
correlations with input parameters m1 and �= �Mpl in the RS
model. We have found a sizable deviation of the top-
antitop pair production cross section and the top spin
correlations from those in the standard model. In particular,
resonant productions of the Kaluza-Klein gravitons give
rise to a remarkable enhancement of such deviations. This
is a crucial difference from the case in the ADD model.
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APPENDIX A: THE COEFFICIENTS �yy
n

Explicit forms of the coefficients �yy
n are listed below.

 ���
n �

1
5; (A1)

 �gg
n �

8
5; (A2)

 �WW
n � 2

5

������������������
1� 4rW

p
�13
12�

14
3 rW � 4r2

W�; (A3)

 �ZZ
n �

1
5

�����������������
1� 4rZ

p
�13
12�

14
3 rZ � 4r2

Z�; (A4)

 �HH
n � 1

30�1� 4rH�
5=2; (A5)

 �� ��
n �

1
10; (A6)

 �l�l
n �

1
10�1� 4rl�3=2�1� 8

3rl�; (A7)

 �q �q
n �

3
10�1� 4rq�3=2�1� 8

3rl�; (A8)

where ry � m2
y=m2

n for each SM particle y. Expressions for
leptons and quarks are for one flavor.

APPENDIX B: DENSITY MATRIX Ri��;�0�0

In this Appendix, we give the full representation of the
density matrix for the top-antitop pair production in the RS
model. For the q �q! t�t process, we find

 Rq"";"" � Rq##;## � �R
q
"";## � �R

q
##;""

�
g4
s

9
�1� �2�sin2��

s4�2

128
jA�s�j2�1� �2�sin22�;

(B1)

 

Rq"";"# � Rq"";#" � Rq"#;"" � Rq#";"" � �R
q
"#;## � �R

q
#";##

� �Rq##;"# � �R
q
##;#"

�
g4
s

9

���������������
1� �2

q
sin� cos�

�
s4�2

32
Re�A�s��

���������������
1� �2

q
sin4�; (B2)

 Rq"#;"# � Rq#";#"

�
g4
s

9
�1� cos2�� �

s4�2

128
jA�s�j2�cos22�� cos2��;

(B3)

 

Rq"#;#" � Rq#";"# �
g4
s

9
��1� cos2��

�
s4�2

16
Re�A�s���1� 2 cos2��sin2�; (B4)

and, for the gg! t�t process,

 Rg"";"" � Rg##;##

�

�
g4
s

96
Y��; cos���1� �2 � �2sin4��

�Z��; �; s�s2�2sin4�
�
�1� �2�; (B5)
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FIG. 7. Spin asymmetry A as a function of �= �Mpl at the LHC
with ECMS � 14 TeV. As �= �Mpl ! 0, A becomes the SM
value, 0.319.
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�
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where the functions Y��; cos�� and Z��; �; s� are defined
in (3.11) and (3.12).
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